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guitar hero 5 marks the first time that
activision has included the ability to buy
downloadable content for a game in the

guitar hero series, and it's definitely a huge
step up. while the ps3 port of guitar hero 5

was region-locked, the xbox 360 edition
will be completely global, and fans can buy

any tracks they want on the fly with an
xbox live gamertag. tracks will be available
for $0.99 each, and the entire library will
be $19.99 for the whole lot. it's a good
thing that activision didn't charge an
exorbitant fee for the new tracks, as
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there's really no reason why the company
shouldn't be able to sell them all - a $19.99

purchase for a downloadable guitar pack
should be a no-brainer. as with all the

games in the series, guitar hero 5 has a
solid collection of tracks, and the ability to
mix and match instruments and styles is a
welcome new addition. the difference is,
though, that the new game allows you to
use any old-school instruments, so you
won't have to worry about blowing a

precious $60 on new sets of guitars. the
fact that you'll be able to use any old guitar

or bass is also a nice touch, as it means
that if you don't like a certain song in the

game, you can play it with a different
instrument, or swap out the instrument

entirely and just rock out with a real guitar.
the biggest problem with the move to a

streaming model is that most people pick
up a game for a genre they love, then get

bored of it quickly. this means that the
average player is constantly having to
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replay the same songs over and over
again, while the people who pick up the
game for a genre they never liked are

stuck listening to the same songs over and
over again. guitar hero live seems to be
going the opposite route. by presenting

players with a big variety of genres,
players have a better chance of at least
picking up a song and liking it enough to
play it in a spin of the wheel. its still a big

gamble though, and i still feel like i am
going to have to replay songs over and

over again.
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the track listing of this game is pretty
much identical to the one on the

playstation 2 version of guitar hero 2, so
you can check that out here. these are a

few of the big songs featured in guitar hero
2: speaking of hammer-ons and pull-offs, in
addition to hammer-ons and pull-offs being
easier to play in guitar hero iii than in the
previous guitar hero entries, they have

been manually placed on single notes that
would either hammer-on/pull-off, bend, or

slide, even at a distance apart. regular
strumming single notes can be placed

between notes less than an eighth distance
too whereas by default in previous guitar
hero games, hammer-ons and pull-offs

were always on notes less than an eighth
note apart (with the exception of some

songs having hopos up to an eighth note
apart like guitar hero ii's thunderhorse ).

there was some valid upside in the move to
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a stream-based model for the bulk of guitar
hero live's songs. freestyle games creative
director jamie jackson said during guitar
hero live's development that he felt the
standard rhythm-game dlc song model

made each song purchase a big financial
commitment up front and a tough decision
to make, and it has always left me feeling

like i have to replay that song until im
bored of it to get my moneys worth. if

you're a confirmed guitar hero fan, you'll
be pleased to know that guitar hero ii's 60
songs are more than sufficient to get you

through an entire playthrough of the game.
but for $39.99, they're expensive. and if

you're not a fan, they're expensive. and if
you're not at all a fan, they're not available

at all. 5ec8ef588b
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